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1- Implementation
• Read First (this document) with 14 

pages of teacher notes for how to 
implement this curriculum
– Includes links to YouTube videos of all 

Lecture notes!

• Unit Plans, 50-min and 90-min 
versions, for CP and Honors classes 
+ editable versions

• NGSS Alignment overview
• How to Write A Great Study Guide 

resource for students
• Gallery Walk feedback sheet
• Reference sheet

Included by Folder:
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2-Packets
• Two 33-page Packets of Notes 

Outlines, Practice Handouts, and 
other student handouts for lab 
activities for Physical Science CP 
and Honors 

• Packet Answer keys – for Both CP 
and Honors

• Fully animated PPT Answer key for 
the 3 concept study guides for use 
on review day

• 4-page guide to accessing and 
using the paperless digital packets 
(for CP and Honors) through 
Google Drive™

3-Notes
• Concept 1 Notes: Stability and Bonding – 26 slide 

ppt
• Concept 2 Notes: Naming ionic compounds – 29 

slide ppt
• Concept 3 Notes: Naming Covalent Compounds –

13 slide ppt

**All ppts are fully animated in presenter mode and 
include teaching tips and helpful video links in the 

notes section of the slides**

4-Activities
• 30 Task Cards 

for review 
activity at 
end of unit

• 25 question 
End of Unit 
Review Game

5- Quizzes and Tests
• 2 Polyatomic ion Quizzes – differentiated for CP and Honors

– 1 page PDFs + editable versions and Answer Keys with all work shown
• 2 Naming Quizzes – differentiated for CP and Honors

– 2 page PDFs + editable versions and Answer Keys with all work shown
• Unit 8 Test CP 

– 4 page Multiple Choice and Open Response test + editable version and 
Answer Key with all work shown

• Unit 8 Test Honors
– 4 page Multiple Choice and Open Response test + editable version and 

Answer Key with all work shown



Teacher Notes:
Overview: 
This product is designed to be everything you need to teach your bonding unit in a Physical 
Science class. Content covered includes: stability in forming compounds, electron dot/Lewis 
dot structures, formation of ionic and covalent bonds, and naming and writing chemical 
formulas for ionic and covalent compounds.  This product includes all of the lecture notes, links 
to the lecture videos on YouTube, packets of student handouts and Cornell Note outlines, a 
review game, quizzes and tests you need. All assessments are differentiated for two levels – CP 
and Honors. Not only that, but the student packets come in a paperless digital version that can 
be used in Google Drive™ and/or Microsoft OneDrive™.  This product was designed for my own 
physical science classes, and has been used for 8th grade physical science as well as 9th/10th

grade physical science, setting the foundation for students to later take chemistry and physics.

Packet instead of Interactive Notebook
I started creating packets for my students six years ago, and I love them so much more than 
interactive notebooks. While interactive notebooks are great resources, I have found that 
packet strategy to be a more appropriate tool for using in the secondary classroom setting.  I 
love using the packet for many reasons.  
1. I only have to make copies one time each unit instead of copying handouts every day.  

Even though it takes a while to copy the packets for each student, it saves so much time on 
the day to day.  (Also the last few years I’ve recruited seniors to be my “Teacher’s Aide” and 
have trained them to copy all of my packets for me.  I haven’t seen a copier in four years 
and it’s glorious!). Now you can go DIGITAL and PAPERLESS, never making any copies ever 
again!

2. It puts responsibility back on the students to maintain their biology binder with their packet, 
while also aiding them in practicing organization skills.  It has been incredibly effective for my 
lower level students.  Even though it is a lot of papers at once, I can watch them put it in 
their binder and leave it there, rather than having to hang on to 100 individual papers 
passed out each day. 

3. It makes it so easy to be absent last minute. If you or your child gets sick, sub plans are a 
breeze.  You don’t have to send your teacher neighbor to make copies for you – because 
your students have everything they need.  You just have to tell the sub which pages the 
students need to work on. 

4. The structure is more suited to what students will be doing in college – and one of our goals 
as high school teachers should be to prepare our students for college.  The packet helps 
students learn how to structure notes (I give students Cornell-style note outlines for each 
concept – more on that later) which I have found helps provide scaffolding for them to be 
able to write notes all on their own in later high school years. 

5. Time saver in so many ways – no more time wasted regularly passing out handouts, or having 
to cut and paste things into a notebook. 

6. Students do a better job keeping up with returned graded work because every page is 
numbered so they can put graded assignments right back into the packet where it came 
from. 

7. You no longer need a filing cabinet – you can keep all of your curriculum and keys 
organized in binders!  See picture on page 15.
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In short…
The best evidence I have of why I love the packet strategy is that I had a 96% pass rate 
on the state standardized End-of-Course exam for Non-Honors students and a 100% 
pass rate for honors students.  This was at a South Carolina public school with over 50% 
of the students being below the poverty line.  My average score on the EOC (all 200+ 
students combined that I taught over 2 years) was a 90%.  I believe this success is due to 
multiple factors, but I attribute a lot of it to the packet curriculum I have designed.  
Honestly, I could go on and on about the packet as a resource and why I love it so 
much, but I think you will find as you use it that you will fall in love with it too. 

Next Generation Science Standard Alignment:
MS-PS1-1: Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules and 
extended structures. 
Note: The majority of this unit doesn’t correlate to any particular NGSS standards, 
however it is a foundational unit that lays the groundwork of skills and understanding 
necessary to be able to understand reactions in the next unit, as well as what will be 
studied when students get to chemistry. 

Prior Knowledge: 
This is the eighth unit I teach in physical science, and the third unit of the chemistry 
portion of this course, after teaching matter and atomic structure.  I expect students to 
have the following prior knowledge from my first seven units: lab safety, equipment. 
measurement, metric conversions, dimensional analysis, scientific notation, graphing, 
scientific method, and topics related to motion, force, energy, electricity, magnetism, 
waves, matter, and atomic structure.  matter and atomic structure knowledge are the 
most critical as this unit really builds upon what was learned in those previously.

When to use: 
This is designed to be the eighth unit in my physical science class, but it doesn’t have to 
be in yours. I believe the resources I have provided in this product are everything you 
need to teach this unit.  However, if you know that your students don’t have the prior 
knowledge I’ve mentioned above, or if you do some of the practice and realize they 
need more of it, I strongly encourage you to add in some additional practice handouts 
to the packet I’ve designed.  Every class is different and some will need more support 
than others – and that is totally okay!  You can just add some pages to the end of the 
packet manually before you make your copies.  Although some components of this 
product are editable, I unfortunately cannot provide the packet as an editable 
resource in order to protect the integrity of my work, and the work of different TpT clip 
artists, as well as the time and effort I have put into creating it.  I hope you understand!
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Assessment: 
I did not include point values on any of the handouts in order to provide you the 
freedom to grade things how you so desire.  On this page I am going to provide you an 
overview of my grading strategy for you to reference.  Feel free to adopt this or make it 
entirely your own.  It is completely up to you!

After much research and number crunching over the last few years, this is the most 
accurate grading technique that I have come up with.  I divide the gradebook into 
two simple categories:  MAJOR grades and MINOR grades.  Within each category, 
different assessments are worth different amounts of points, based on length, depth, 
and complexity.  Below I will give you an idea of what goes into each category.   

Major grades = 60% of the student’s overall grade
• Tests = 100 pts

– Unit 8 only has 1 test, which would count as a 100 pt major grade

• Quizzes = 25 pts
– Unit 8 has 2 quizzes, one on polyatomic ions I actually only count for 20 points, and one on 

naming which I grade for 25 points

• Projects = 100 pts
– I like to do 1 project per quarter to give students an opportunity to show their understanding 

of the content in a non-traditional way.  For this unit, students complete an in-class project 
creating an Elemental superhero.  This would count for a 100 pt major grade, the same as a 
test

Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Labs/In-Class activities = 10-100 pts

– The amount of points I give students is completely dependent on the length and depth of the 
activity.  I also do not grade every single in-class activity the students do.  For instance, in this 
unit, I would not collect and grade the task card activity.  We would just go over it as a class.  
If I did feel like giving them a grade, I would just circle the class and do a 10-15 pt spot check 
grade for it before drawing names and going over the answers. 

– An activity that lasts only half of a 50-minute class period would usually only be worth 25 pts.  
An activity that lasts an entire class period is usually worth 50 pts for me, and an activity that 
takes more than 1 class period to complete would usually be worth 100 pts for me. Examples: 
• I would grade the naming race activities for 25 points each.
• Most of the various practice handouts would all be done for homework, and gone over first thing 

at the start of the next class.  Thus I would do a spot check during my students’ Prime Times (see 
next page) for 10 pts and grade it for completion.  That way we can immediately go over it 
together in class! 

• Some of the practice handouts done in class (like for block scheduling) I wouldn’t even 
necessarily grade.  They would just be done as in class practice.  The only time I would give them 
a grade would be if we ran out of time in class to complete and I had them finish for homework.  
Then I would spot check them for a 10 pt completion grade during the bell ringer the next day 
before going over like mentioned above.  So speaking of bell ringers…
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Assessment (continued): 
Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Daily Quizzes/Bell Ringers = 5 pts per day, usually totaling 25 pts for the week (if 

there is one every day)
– This is something I have fallen in love with doing, but not every teacher does which is why I do 

not include my daily quizzes/bell ringers with this product (if you would like to purchase, you 
can find the link on page 17.  They are $5 per unit or cheaper if you buy as a bundle.)  I call 
my bell ringers “Prime Times” because I believe the first 5 minutes of class is the most 
important time of the day.  I love that my students are in a routine and come in ready to work 
as soon as they get to my room because they know they will have a Prime Time.  If you would 
like to know more about how I implement these, again, check them out in my store!  The gist 
is that students have 3-5 questions a day on the board when they come in.  They use the 
same sheet of paper each day to write their answers on.  I give them 5 minutes at the start of 
class to answer the questions, then they pass them over and I collect them and grade each 
day.  They count for 5 pts a day.  At the end of the week I add up the points based on how 
many we did and give them a score for the week.  I grade these for accuracy but I allow 
students to use their notes.  This way I ensure students are writing good notes, keeping up 
when they are absent, and getting the basics of what we covered the day before. I also like 
it because I go over the answers as soon as I collect them so I know if the majority of students 
are getting what we did the day before or not so I can address issues before we move on to 
new material.  

• Homework = Concept Study Guides = 10 pts each
– It is really important to me to teach my 8th-10th grade students how to study before they get 

further into advanced classes.  However, most students don’t even know where to begin with 
studying!  This is why I have students create their own study guides.  

– I divide each unit into 3-5 concepts (Note: This unit has 3 concepts.)  Students make a study 
guide for each concept.  You can have them either turn them in at different points 
throughout the unit to be graded for 10 pts each, or check them all for completion at the 
end of the unit, for a 30-50 pt grade, depending on how many concepts there are.  I have 
my biology students turn them in throughout the unit (this is because biology is so much 
memorization and I don’t give much other HW other than studying) but I have my physical 
science students just show them all to me two days before our test and we go over them as a 
class.  This is because physical science has more skills that I have to give students practice 
problems for HW to master, so This puts less pressure on them this way to just have it all due at 
one time.

– All unit tests provided in this product and future products are aligned with the objectives, 
vocabulary, and practice outlined on the front page of each packet.  Because of this (and 
because students need lots of support, especially as 8th-10th graders, to know how to study) I 
have students use this front page to make their study guides from.  They have to answer each 
objective, define each vocabulary term, and answer any practice questions in order to 
make an adequate study guide. I do not make them write anything for the italicized
objectives.

– I do allow them some freedom in this.  Some students like to type these, some hand write 
them.  I also encourage students to make them as visual as possible.  They shouldn’t write 
study guides in paragraph form.  I encourage them to make Venn diagrams, tables, and 
other charts to make their study guides visually appealing – and something they would like to 
study from. 

– For the vocabulary portion, a lot of students make flashcards or use Quizlet (an online 
flashcard making tool.)  This is great, but I do make them turn these in with their study guide 
so I can check them.  For Quizlet, students just print them out and staple to the back of their 
objectives. 

– See “How to Make a Great Study Guide” in the Implementation folder for more guidelines.
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Materials:
• Hole-punched copies of packet for each student to put in their binders (or distributed 

digital paperless packets to students via Google Drive™ or Microsoft OneDrive™)
• Cut (and I prefer laminated so they are easily reusable each year, but I am a laminating 

queen so this may be totally unnecessary to you) Bonding review task cards in the 
”Activities” folder

• Computer paper and coloring utensils for the elemental superhero in-class project
• Access to laptops or other technological devices and internet to conduct research for the 

elemental superhero project
• Class set of reference sheets (see “Implementation” folder) and periodic Tables for use 

during quizzes and tests
• Copies of tests and quizzes
• (Optional) mini white boards and white board markers for review game

Implementation:
Over the next few pages I will be providing commentary for how to implement this curriculum, 
based on the unit plans included in the “Implementation” file folder.  Be sure to have a copy of 
the unit plan open or printed out as you read through this so It makes the most sense. For this 
unit, the only differentiation between CP and Honors is in the tests.  This is because so much of 
this content is brand new for both levels.  In general, I give CP students a lot more support and 
guidance as I teach them, and the honors students are expected to work more independently.  
If there are any other differences between implementation for both levels, I will include those in 
the following pages. Check out the NGSS Alignment Overview document in this folder for tips for 
how to teach through this unit using NGSS phenomena.

Please use the unit plans and these notes as a guideline for your class.  Teaching and plans 
have to be flexible and be able to be adjusted based on student needs.  This unit is written to 
take 20 days days for both CP and honors classes, But I’ve seen it take more or less (if you do 
elemental superhero project outside of class) due to a variety of reasons, so please adjust as 
needed! Editable versions of unit plans are provided for that exact reason!

Note: All implementation notes are based off a 50-minute class period.

• Day 1: I always have my tests graded by the next day so that I can go over them before 
moving on to new content.  So I’d spend about 15 minutes on this 1st day going over my 
Atomic Structure test.  Then I’d begin lecturing through concept 1 notes.  These are longer, 
but they include lots of embedded examples that will hopefully keep students engaged.  
Lecture through as much as you can this 1st day.

• Day 2: Finish lecturing through Concept 1 notes, as needed.  Then have students complete 
the drawing ionic bonds practice.  Go over as a class after. 
- Side note: I LOVE using popsicle sticks to go over things and call on students.  At the beginning of the 

year I write each student’s name on a stick and have a plastic bag for each class.  I try to make sure I 
use this bag to call on every student at least once a class period.  I also use it to make random lab 
groups! This is how I would go over the drawing ionic bonds practice, and select students to come up 
to my white board to show their answers.
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Implementation:
• Day 3: Start lecturing through Concept 2 notes, but only do slides 1-9.  I think it is 

very important to separate this content into chunks so students do not get 
overwhelmed.  It does drag it out a little longer but I think it is most beneficial for 
students in the long run. Have students start their basic ionic naming practice after 
so you can monitor as they work, and they will finish for homework.

• Day 4:  Check and go over the basic ionic naming homework.  I always check for 
completion while students do their prime time bell ringers, and mark their scores on 
my clipboard.  This way we can go over immediately after prime time.  After going 
over and making sure all students really get the basics, lecture through more of 
Concept 2 notes (slides 10-15) now adding in polyatomic ions.  I tell students that I 
am going to give them a quiz on polyatomic ions in a few days, and that they must 
know name, formula, and charge as well as be able to use in a naming question.  
Although I give students a reference sheet (see “Implementation” folder) and a 
periodic table on other tests and quizzes, I have found it really helps my students to 
be familiar with polyatomic ions if they are forced to memorize some of the main 
ones.  It definitely makes it easier in the long run.  This is my same reasoning for 
making students memorize element symbols and names in unit 7.  After, do the 
same as yesterday and have students start their homework in class – the ionic 
naming with polyatomic ions practice.

• Day 5: Check and go over polyatomic ion homework.  Then lecture through 
concept 2 notes (slides 16-23) on transition metals.  Students will start their 
homework on naming with transition metals after.

• Day 6: Check and go over the transition metals homework.  Then finish lecturing 
through concept 2 notes (slides 24-29).  I think this day is important for students to 
put all they have learned over the last week together.  Then I have students work 
on the ionic compounds practice.  You can have them work with a partner or on 
their own.  If you want, this is a good one to collect and grade for accuracy.  If 
students don’t finish they can finish for homework.  It’s important I think at this stage 
to grade for accuracy to know who is really getting it, and who isn’t (although if 
you do bell ringers like my prime times, you will have a grasp on this each day!) 
– Remind students to study for their polyatomic ion quiz tomorrow!

• Day 7: Collect any remaining naming practices from yesterday of students who 
didn’t turn in, then give students 15 minutes to do the polyatomic ion quiz, in the 
“Quizzes and Tests” folder.  This quiz is very short and shouldn’t take them long at all 
if they know the polyatomic ions.  Resource students may of course need extra 
time.  After, do the ionic naming race.  Have all students clear their desks.  I pass 
out a periodic table and one of the reference sheets (see “Implementation” 
folder) to each student. © It’s Not Rocket Science 
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Unit Plans (+ editable versions) 
for both CP and Honors

Includes 50-minute and 90-minute pacing
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Course:  Physical Science 

Unit 8 Bonding 

Learning Objectives Determination of Evidence Standards Met 
Student will be able to… 
 
- Interpret chemical formulas. 
- Use an element’s location on the periodic table to determine its oxidation 

number and bonding tendencies. 
- Draw electron dot diagrams for individual elements, and to show ionic 

bond formation. 
- Explain why elements form compounds, and what most elements need to 

achieve this.  Include which elements do not tend to form compounds and 
why. 

- Determine the number of atoms of each element in a compound.  
- Explain the difference between a cation and an anion, including how each 

are formed and an example of each. 
- Given the name of an ionic compound, determine its chemical formula, 

including those that contain polyatomic ions and/or transition metals. 
- Given the chemical formula for an ionic compound, determine its name, 

including those that contain polyatomic ions and/or transition metals. 
- Explain why an ionic bond forms, how it forms, the two parts that make it 

up, and the overall charge of the resulting compound. 
- Classify a compound as ionic or covalent.  
- Draw electron dot diagrams to show covalent bond formation. 
- Given the name of a covalent compound, determine its chemical formula. 
- Given the chemical formula for a covalent compound, determine its name. 
- Classify examples as atoms, ionic compounds, or molecules. 
- Explain why a covalent bond forms, how it forms, and what types of 

elements form them. 
- Describe the difference between single, double, and triple bonds. 
- Differentiate between the properties of covalent compounds and ionic 

compounds. 
 

 

The following assessments will provide 
evidence of student learning:  
 
Classwork/Labs:  
- Practice: Drawing Ionic Bonds 
- Practice: Basic Ionic Compounds 
- Practice: Ionic Compounds with 

Polyatomic Ions 
- Practice: Ionic Compounds with Transition 

Metals 
- Practice: Ionic Compounds 
- Activity: Ionic Naming Race 
- Practice: Drawing Covalent and Ionic 

Bonds 
- Practice: Covalent Compounds 
- Practice: Mixed Compounds 
- Activity: Mixed Naming Race 
- Task Cards: Bonding Review 

 
Homework:  
- Concepts 1-3 Study Guides  

 
Tests:  
- Polyatomic Ion Quiz 
- Naming Quiz 
- Unit 8 Bonding Test 

 
Projects/Reports:  
- In-Class Project: Elemental Superhero 

Project 
 

Next 
Generation 
Science 
Standards by 
NSTA: 
 
MS-PS1-1 
 
Note: The 
majority of this 
unit doesn’t 
correlate to any 
particular NGSS 
standards, 
however it is a 
foundational unit 
that lays the 
groundwork of 
skills and 
understanding 
necessary to be 
able to 
understand future 
units, like 
reactions, as well 
as what will be 
studied when 
students get to 
chemistry. 
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Day Learning 
Objectives 

Methods/Activities Assessments Homework NGSS 
Standards 

1 Stability in Bonding 
Electron Dot 

Structures 

-Go over tests from last unit 
-Concept 1 Notes p.2-6 (as much as you can) 

-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

 MS-PS1-1 
 

2 
 
 
 

Electron Dot 
Structures 

Ionic Bonds 

-Finish Concept 1 Notes (as needed) 
-Drawing Ionic Bonds Practice p.7-8, go over 
after 

-p.7-8 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 
 

 MS-PS1-1 
 

3 Ionic Bonds  -Start Concept 2 Notes p.9-11 (slides 1-9) 
-Start Practice p.17 

-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.17  

4 Ionic Bonds 
Polyatomic Ions 

 

-Check and go over p.17 
-More Concept 2 Notes p.11-12 (slides 10-15) 
-Discuss quiz on polyatomic ions 
-Start Practice p.18 

-p.17 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.18  

5 Ionic Bonds 
Transition Metals 

 

-Check and go over p.18 
-More Concept 2 Notes p.13-14 (slides 16-23) 
-Start Practice p.19 

-p.18 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.19  

6 Ionic Bonds 
 

-Check and go over p.19 
-Finish Concept 2 Notes p.15-16 (24-29) 
-Practice p.20, turn in when finished 

-p.19 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 
-p.20 Practice 

-Finish p.20 
-Study for Polyatomic 
Ion Quiz 

 

7 Ionic Bonds 
 

-Collect any other p.20 
-Polyatomic Ion Quiz 
-Ionic Naming Race Activity p.21 

-p.20 Practice 
-Polyatomic Ion Quiz 
-p.21 Activity 
 

-Finish p.21 activity if 
you didn’t in class 

 

8 Covalent Bonds 
Electron Dot 

Structures 
 

-Go over polyatomic ion quizzes and p.20 
practice 
-Start Concept 3 Notes p.22-23 (slides 1-7) 
-Start Practice p.25 

-Informal questioning and 
discussion 
 

-Finish p.25 MS-PS1-1 
 

9 Covalent Bonds -Check and go over p.25 
-Finish Concept 3 Notes p.24 (slides 8-13) 
-Practice p.26 

-p.25 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Finish p.26  

10 Naming and Writing 
Chemical Formulas 

 

-Check and go over p.26 
-Practice p.27, go over after 
-Students who finish early can work on concepts 
1-3 study guides 

-p.26 Practice 
-p.27 Practice 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Study for Naming 
Quiz 

 

11 Ionic Compounds 
 

-Introduce and complete part 1 of Elemental 
Superhero Project p.29-31 

-p.29-31 In-Class Project 
-Informal questioning and 
discussion 

-Study for Naming 
Quiz 

 



3 engaging activities
1 in-class project

Mixed Naming Race Sample

Ionic Naming race SampleBonding Review 
Task Cards Sample

Elemental superhero 
project Sample
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Activity: Ionic Naming Race 
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Activity: Mixed Naming Race 
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In-Class Project: Elemental Superhero Project 
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Task Cards: Bonding Review 
 

Travel to each card in the room and write your answers to the question below.  You do not have to go in order, just make 
sure you get to every card, and write your answers in the appropriate box. 

 
# 1 # 2 # 3 

# 4 # 5 # 6 

# 7 # 8 # 9 

# 10 # 11 # 12 

# 13 # 14 # 15 

Name

Determine the name 
for the compound 

KOH.

# 1 Draw

Draw the electron 
dot diagram for CsI.

# 2

Identify

What is a positively 
charged ion called?

# 3 Write

Determine the 
chemical formula for 
dinitrogen trioxide.

# 4
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Conc. 1 Notes Sample

Conc. 2 Notes Sample

Conc. 3 Notes Sample

© It’s Not Rocket Science 

3 Powerpoints of Notes
68 slides - all with editable text

Embedded examples with answers included
Fully animated presentations in slideshow mode

Teaching Tips included in notes section



Two 33-page Packets, CP and 
Honors, with all student handouts for 

the entire unit

First page of packet splits the unit into 3 concepts: Stability and 
Bonding, Naming Ionic Compounds, and Naming Covalent 
Compounds.  Each concept is broken down into objectives, 

vocabulary, and practice that students will use to create study guides 
from. 
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Unit Topic: Bonding 
  

Essential Question: Why and how do elements form compounds in nature? 
 

 
 

Concept 1: 
Stability and Bonding 

 
Objectives:  
Interpret chemical formulas. 
  
Use an element’s location on the periodic 
table to determine its oxidation number 
and bonding tendencies. 
 
Draw electron dot diagrams for individual 
elements, and to show ionic bond 
formation. 
 
Vocabulary:  
Compound 
Chemical formula 
Octet rule 
Chemical bond 
Ionic bond 
Ions 
Oxidation number 
 
Practice:  
1. Explain why elements form 

compounds, and what most elements 
need to achieve this.  Include which 
elements do not tend to form 
compounds and why. 
 

2. List the number of atoms of each 
element in the compounds below.  
a. CaCl2 
b. Na2SO4 
c. Al2(SO4)3 
d. CCl4 
 

3. Explain the difference between a 
cation and an anion, including how 
each are formed and an example of 
each. 

 
4. Draw an electron dot diagram for the 

following compounds. 
a. KI 
b. Ca3P2 
c. AlBr3 

Concept 2: 
Naming Ionic Compounds 

 
Objectives:  
Given the name of an ionic compound, 
determine its chemical formula, including 
those that contain polyatomic ions and/or 
transition metals. 
 
Given the chemical formula for an ionic 
compound, determine its name, including 
those that contain polyatomic ions and/or 
transition metals. 
 
Vocabulary:  
Polyatomic ions  
 
Practice:  
5. Explain why an ionic bond forms, how 

it forms, the two parts that make it up, 
and the overall charge of the resulting 
compound. 

 
6. Name the following ionic compounds:  

a. NaC2H3O2 
b. Mg(OH)2 
c. Al2O3 
d. MnOH 
e. (NH4)2SO4 
f. AuCO3 

 
7. Determine the chemical formula for 

the following ionic compounds:  
a. Lithium phosphate 
b. Silver (I) chloride 
c. Calcium chlorate 
d. Iron (III) bromide 
e. Magnesium hydroxide 
f. Ammonium acetate 

 

Concept 3: 
Naming Covalent Compounds	

 
Objectives:  
Classify a compound as ionic or covalent.  
 

Draw electron dot diagrams to show 
covalent bond formation. 
 

Given the name of a covalent compound, 
determine its chemical formula. 
 

Given the chemical formula for a covalent 
compound, determine its name. 
 
Vocabulary:  
Covalent bond 
Molecule 
 
Practice:  
8. Classify the following as atoms, ionic 

compounds, or molecules:  
a. Ne 
b. KCl 
c. H2O 
d. NH4Cl 

 
9. Explain why a covalent bond forms, 

how it forms, and what types of 
elements form them. 
 

10. Describe the difference between 
single, double, and triple bonds. 
 

11. Differentiate between the properties of 
covalent compounds and ionic 
compounds. 

 
12. Name the following covalent 

compounds: 
a. BBr3 
b. CF4 
c. P2S3 
d. NH3 

 
13. Determine the chemical formula 

for the following covalent 
compounds: 

a. Dinitrogen trioxide 
b. Sulfur dioxide 
c. Dinitrogen monosulfide 
d. Diboron tetrahydride 

 
14. Draw an electron dot diagram for 

the following compounds: 
a. PCl3 
b. CO2 
c. N2 
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Sample: Concept 1 Notes CP (Cornell Notes Outline)
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Concept 1 Notes: Stability and Bonding 
Questions/Vocabulary 

 
    Combining Elements  
 
 
     Compound 
 
 
 
 
 
    Chemical formula 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Forming Compounds 
 
Why do elements form compounds? 

  
      
     Octet Rule 
 
 
 
 
     Stability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Would elements ever not benefit from forming compounds? 
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Elements in the       have the same 
   
              .  

 
 

     Oxidation numbers 
 
 
 
 
 

Electron Dot/Lewis Dot Diagrams 
 

1.  
 
 
 
 
     2.  
 
 
 
 
     3.  
 
 
 
 
     Note: 
 
 
      Practice Time! 
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Electron Dot/Lewis Dot Diagrams 
 

1.  
 
 
 
 
     2.  
 
 
 
 
     3.  
 
 
 
 
     4.  
 
 
 
 
     5.  
 
 
 
 

Example #1: What compound will form between Sodium and 
Chlorine? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example #2: What compound will form between Aluminum and 
Chlorine? 
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   Practice Time! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
Summary Concept 1  Explain why elements form compounds, and use a picture to show how.  
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Along with practice, lab station answer sheets, and lab 
investigation handouts, each packet also includes 
Cornell note outlines that go along with each 

PowerPoint. 

Cornell Notes leave a margin for students to highlight terms and write questions 
as they go back and study their notes.  Cornell Notes also leave room at the end 
of notes for students to summarize what they learned.  The CP summary sections 

have questions to help them summarize. 
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Practice: Drawing Ionic Bonds 
Part 1: Use the periodic table to fill in the chart below.  Then answer the questions that follow.  

1.  

Element # of Protons Group # # of Valence 
Electrons 

Oxidation 
Number 

Ion that Will 
Form 

Lithium      

Sodium      

Beryllium      

Aluminum      

Phosphorous      

Oxygen      

Fluorine      

 

2. Which elements above will form cations?  List them below.  
 
 

3. Which elements above will form anions?  List them below. 
 
 

4. What does aluminum need to do in order to become stable? 
 
 
 
 

5. What does phosphorous need to do in order to become stable?  Think about how this is different from what you 
wrote in #4.  
 
 
 

Part 2: Interpret each chemical formula below.  Determine how many atoms of each element make up the compounds. 

6. NaCl       8.  Na2SO4 
 

 
 
       

7. H2O       9.  (NH4)3PO4 
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Practice: Ionic Compounds with Polyatomic Ions 
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Practice: Drawing Covalent and Ionic Bonds 

Label each of the following as ionic or covalent, based on the type of bond the two elements will form.  Then draw an 
electron dot diagram to show the compound that will form between each of the elements below.  Include the chemical 

formula to the side of your drawing.   

1. Hydrogen and Iodine 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Carbon and Chlorine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Magnesium and Oxygen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Silicon and Oxygen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Zinc (II) and Bromine 
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Practice: Mixed Compounds 
 

 

Packet also includes…
9 pages of practice sheets covering: electron dot 

drawings, naming and writing chemical formulas for ionic 
and covalent compounds, and more!

Drawing ionic 
bonds practice

Naming ionic 
compounds 

with 
polyatomic 

ions Practice

Drawing ionic 
and covalent 

bonds practice

Mixed naming 
practice
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Includes access to Paperless Digital 
versions of the student packets that can be 
used in Google Drive™ or Microsoft OneDrive™

Perfect for teachers in 1:1 classrooms, looking to integrate more 
educational technology, or go PAPERLESS!  Get all of the same content, 
organization, and ease of the paper packets, without all of the copies!
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NGSS Alignment Overview 

A helpful resource for teachers using the Next Generation Science 
Standards* that shows alignment of the unit to Next Gen standards, 

science and engineering practices, and crosscutting concepts. 

Document also includes a list of suggested introductory 
phenomena.  Tips for transitioning to NGSS can be found on my 

blog here.  Tips for using phenomena can be found here. 

*Note: NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and
partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the

production of this product, and do not endorse it

https://www.itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/transitioning-to-next-generation.html
https://www.itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/using-phenomena-to-teach-ngss.html
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Name:        
Naming Quiz CP 

For numbers 1-3, write the chemical formula for the ionic compound provided.  (2 pts each) 

1. Ammonium sulfide 

 

 

2. Aluminum acetate 

 

 

3. Sodium Nitride 

 

For numbers 4-7, write the name of the ionic compound for the chemical formula provided.  (2 pts each) 

4. CoF3 

 

5. K2SO4 

 

6. Fe2O3 

 

7. CaO 

 
 

For numbers 8-9, write the chemical formula for the covalent compound provided.  (2 pts each) 

8. Carbon monoxide 

 

9. Trisulfur dinitride 
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For number 10, write the name of the covalent compound for the chemical formula provided.  (2 pts each) 

1. NB3 

 

 

 

Fill in the blank for the sentences below.  (1 pt each) 

11. Ionic bonds are between     and    .  In these compounds, electrons are gained 

and lost.  Covalent bonds are between     and     .  In these compounds, 

electrons are     .  

 

 

Bonus:  Draw an electron dot diagram to show the bond between Aluminum and Chlorine and an electron dot 
diagram to show the bond between Carbon and Chlorine.  Differences between the two bonds should be 
indicated in your drawings (Hint: we did these in class!! Think about it!) 
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Part 2 Open Response: Answer each question on the following page completely in the space provided. Point values 
indicated next to each question. (18 pts total) 
 
26. Why do elements form compounds?  (2 pts)  
 
 
 
 
 
27. Why do noble gases rarely form compounds?  (2 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
28. What type of bond is formed between Sodium and Chlorine?  Explain specifically what will happen to form the bond. 
(3 pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
29. What type of bond is formed between two Oxygen atoms?  Explain specifically what will happen to form the bond. (3 
pts) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
30.  a. Draw the electron dot diagram for the bond between Calcium and Phosphorous.   
       b. Label the name of the bond formed  
       c. Write the chemical formula for the compound.  (4 pts)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
31.  a. Draw the electron dot diagram for the bond between Carbon and Oxygen.   
       b. Label the name of the bond formed  
       c. Write the chemical formula for the compound.  (4 pts)  
 
 
 
 
 

Name:   
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Bonding Test Honors 
 

Part 1 Multiple Choice: Write the answer that best answers the question in the blank. (2 pts each, 50 pts total) 
 
____ 1. The chemical bond formed when two atoms share electrons is called a(n) 
 A. Covalent bond B. Ionic bond  C. Metallic bond D. Electron bond 
 
____  2. Which pair of atoms will combine with each other and form an ionic bond? 

A. C and O  B. C and H  C. Ca and Mg  D. Ca and Br 
 
____ 3. Which element is most likely to gain electrons in a chemical reaction?  
 A. Kr   B. K   C. Br   D. Ca 
 
____ 4. Atoms become positive ions by 

A. Gaining electrons   C. Gaining protons  
B. Losing electrons   D. Sharing electrons 

 
____ 5. Which formula represents a substance that contains covalent bonds?  

A. LiCl   B. CaCl2  C. K2O   D. CO2 
 
____ 6. Anions are formed by   

A. Gaining electrons   C. Sharing electrons 
B. Losing electrons   D. None of the above 

 
____ 7. How does an atom of aluminum become an ion? 

A. It gains 3 electrons   C. It loses 3 electrons 
B. It gains 3 protons   D. It loses 3 neutrons 

 
____ 8.  Which element will most likely form an ionic bond with chlorine? 
 A. O   B. N   C. S   D. K 
 
____ 9. How many electrons are shared between the hydrogen atoms in a molecule of H2 gas?    
 A. 0   B. 1   C. 2   D. 4 
 
____ 10. Which atoms are most likely to form covalent bonds? 

A. metal atoms that share electrons C. nonmetal atoms that share electrons 
B. metal atoms that share protons D. nonmetal atoms that share protons 

 
____ 11. Electrons involved in the formation of chemical bonds are called 

A. valence electrons B. chemical electrons C. Lewis electrons D. none of the above 
 
____ 12. Which of the following is NOT an example of covalent bonding?  

A. H2O   B. NaF   C. NH3   D. O2   
 
____ 13. How many electrons are needed in the outer energy levels of most atoms for the atom to be chemically stable? 
 A. 2   B. 4   C. 6   D. 8 
  
____ 14. Which of the following is an example of a molecule? 

A. H2O   B. NaF   C. Mg3N2  D. all of the above are molecules 
 

____ 15. Substances composed of ionic bonds are usually   
 A. Gases  B. Liquids  C. Solids  D. Plasma 
 

4 Quizzes
2 Multiple Choice and Open Response Tests

Differentiated for CP and Honors
Detailed Answer Keys + Editable Versions

CP quiz Sample

Honors Test Sample
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*PLUS* a
54-slide
Review 
Game!
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Millennium Copyright Act, I retain the 
copyright and reserve all rights to this 
product.  With the license you purchased:
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• Buy additional licenses for others to use
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